
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
relationship manager corporate. Please review the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not
necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for relationship manager corporate

Contributing to the team in areas like training, development and coaching
and process improvement
The role will engage with and work widely with a wide group of key
stakeholders across the organisation, as part of their day-to-day management
of the business
The role will utilise the capabilities and skills of the individual developing the
individual through new challenges and gaining new skills and capabilities
Contributing to the team in many different areas like training, development
and coaching and process improvement
Preparation of periodic client revenue and profitability reports and forecasts
ongoing, active management of pipeline activity, including pipeline reporting
Responsible for developing new business, underwriting, structuring and the
closing of commercial loans, maintaining and servicing the existing portfolio
Create and manage annual workplace giving and Local Government
campaign plans and timetable, employing a fund raising process that sets
goals, and helps to identify volunteer leadership
Organize the campaign structure as needed to respond to changes in the
workplace in employment and campaign potential
Ensure a written strategy for all campaigns and campaign segments
Recruit, retain and grow corporate and workplace giving donor base

Example of Relationship Manager Corporate Job
Description
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With minimum of 3-5 years relevant experience in corporate/commercial
banking as a relationship manager in China/local corporates
Experience in handling blue chips or local listed clients is a plus
Candidates with more experience will be considered as Senior Relationship
Manager
Experience in handling SOE clients is a plus
At least 3 years of Corporate Banking experience, candidates coming from
commercial banking background will also be considered
For China Corporate, experience in handling SOE clients is a plus


